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Abstract: This paper presents Medical image retrieval are
retrieved current image in the database with patients full
information and previous history which can be used for the
proper diagnosis patients. Propose method of a content-based
image retrieval system by using the new idea of Simply tumor
detection using segmentation algorithm and Feature extraction
techniques. In the present work, CBIR is used for finding
similar patients having Brain tumors or not and which type of
tumor and detected the tumor size. The Previous method and
comparing the images of the area of interest of a present patient
with the complete series of the image of a past patient history
can help in early diagnosis of the disease. Segmentation method
into image retrieval to simulate these properties of brain tumor
detection separation a tumor and then after shape and method
experiment demonstrates the efficiency and feasibility of our
proposed algorithms and feature extraction technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The medical system is the most important tool are required
for the approach to the more informative to the function
diagnosis patients body from increasing MIR(Medical
image Retrieval ) database. Some pictures of archived and
communication systems (PACS)[1]. Different tools using
for the medical purpose must be less than computational
major challenges for previous IR. In Medical Resonance of
Images and important role in Medical diagnostics system.
In MRI (medical image retrieval) brain tumor disease using
MRI brain images very perfect strong and effectively
different brain diseases to motivate to the brain tumor
features . in using algorithm automatic capture the MRI
brain tumor image and analysis
Thresholding and
segmented can be done region and edge-based application
for the system requirements can be automatic capture the
image using a medical database. CBIR can be used to
locate medical images in a large database for medical
image retrieval. This is used for storing various images of
the brain for a human at various intervals of time and then
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this decide whether an image contains a malignant tumor or
not, it will be used to descried the malignancy is in a stage.
The most important aspect of image database management
is how to effectively retrieval is known as CBIR Which
refers to using a database directly derived from the image
information the content of the image themselves, rather
than from accompanying text or annotation[2]. Using
textual features for medical images can be managed based
on the modalities, regions, and orientation. This
hierarchical structure allows users standard Boolean
queries. The database, some missing image information in
that time system is using traditional text-based searching
suffering from the image size limitations. In the medical
field, digital images are produced in ever-increasing
grayscale properties and used for diagnostics patients. The
automatically extracted visual feature extraction techniques
are color, texture, shape, and edges in CBIR. In the
medical system patients' history is the using in previous
research using some prototype is implemented and design
forms still research project during the progress. The image
modalities according to the task we using prototypes and
projects the are implanted and designed for the medical
image in different types of modalities [1,4]. Most important
understanding image user's needs and information-seeking
behavior and also the identification of suitable ways of
describing image content. It is very challenging for the
method of a system they are capturing a similar image from
storage space. Retrieval evaluate image systems which are
used different techniques they are represented color image
show the result of color histogram but image features do
not consider the information of spatial pixels image
effective features. The main research area is multimedia
applications. The Image retrieval methods used in image
searching areas differ by the user interaction and processing
style in query image input. The retrieved medical images
are refined by ranking based on the similarity between
original and database images. The problem of searching
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medical MRI images from a large database becomes more
complex when images are rotated by some angle and image
format. Some time the CBIR system is used to retrieve the
desired image from a huge medical image database [3,4]
when the query and desired image are rotated by an angle
"0" from each other. The rapidly growing number and size
of image databases in the area of medical image
management, has increased the need for an accurate
system[2,4], the representing Color histogram is called
fuzzy means color histogram (FMCH). this system used a
Web-based medical retrieval image for some indexing and
feature techniques given by the support system. It only
works on the SVM support technique. Some technique in a
system does not support automatic capturing image than
after selecting threshold form the medical image capturing
in the database but we perform some using feature
extraction technique and different method from threshold
area section in run-time support system and methods for
fixed threshold .the pattern similarity-based medical does
not provide web-based support. The indexing-based images
are not given feature extraction because two image
distances not only but also the distance between of the
similarity between two images is a measure also used. In
CBIR to the use of processing image database with
different content or systematic database. The feature
extracted color, edge, texture, shape with a similarity
algorithm in CBIR to access the information image at the
visual representation level.

2. PROPSED METHOD
This paper proposed an automatic CBIR for retrieving
similar brain tumor images from a database Medical image
is used to segmentation are shape feature geometric
moment with analysis. In CBIR implantation make used
different types of quires In disease diagnosis for high
resolution from the system captured tomography image is
calculated to derive a set of textural feature extraction of
lungs. In a feature, extraction used Segmentation part
complex and difficult layer and the sample down layer
consists of a hierarchy feature that is extracted as benign
compared to radiologic diagnosis.
2.1 Feature Extraction and Techniques
Basic method includes color moments and cooccurrence[5] which can be used to MRI brain images for
color and texture features, respectively. The entropy-based
IR used entropy for image enhancement and application in
image analysis. only MRI Brain image considering for
enhancement .image enhancement used equalization local
histogram for medical image enhancements. The
application that retrieves images is not implemented. Image
enhancement it's very useful in the medical system for
diagnosis different features and techniques but sometimes
enhancement loses information in an image. In CBIR can
be used image retrieval of enhancement method and system
extracted whole image[5,6]. .Feature extraction system
compares images as well as an extracted whole image with
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the feature of the region and extraction time. In comparing
image minimized time after successfully implantation of
the using techniques and entropy is a comparison of images
than after skipping the block in lower entropy in the
divided image.
2.1.1 Segmentation
In CBIR to the accept medical image segmentation using
supportive and imposes to related prevents something from
occurring time. Brain MRI image database lager amount of
images there is some time complexity of the organs to
patients position capturing MRI brain tumor images it very
difficult that time and also too much problem in for image
segmentation make typically a large structure and many
different and connected parts. Fuzzy means clustering
algorithm are medical image segmentation of sub-image
with the statistical method for extracted after tumor
segmentation feature in lower level statistical method of
extracting textural features of medical tumor image.
2.1.2 Threshold Based Segmentation
Using the GLMC system it is how to different two image
combinations with a calculating pixel of image and value
and image brightness using Brain MRI and CT image
database for GLMC based on the threshold. A Fuzzy set is
the input of the model to the set of fuzzification values in
crisp and method. Shapes feature Edge detection is very
used in that medical system and we used it in proposed
work edge detection in fuzzification. K means clustering
method used for segmentation method in patient brain
tumor filtering but sometimes we do not achieve a
particular result and diagnosis MRI brain images perfect
accuracy its very sensitivity in retrieval image tumor
detection and error.
2.1.3
Thresholding Techniques:
In Segmentation methods using feature extraction we
used some segmentation method threshold-based, regionbased, edge-based, Clustering, Matching using Brian tumor
images, its different type of techniques is based on an
algorithm with properties calculate gray level pixels of
value. The intensity value is to identify pixels on the
region-based area in a tumor image using the threshold of a
particular texture of an image. The image boundaries
calculate values of an image object with solid and
contrasting boundaries provides technique [3,11]. Binary
output image given threshold technique from a 2D
grayscale image. We used in this segmentation system
fixed criterion to all pixels in applies a single the 2D
grayscale image simultaneously and another one Adaptive
Thresholding technique is used when images are captured
under different database image Gray level image object
required front of segmented lightning working order
various an image or not the condition of struggle remained
background of the image object. T1 is the position of
varying image function it allows the value of threshold
technique for change based slowly in statistics. Is spatial
coordinate T2 local threshold (P, Q) neighboring hood in
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T1. Segmented image of the spatial domain to have
analysis using wavelet transform for researchers. We
compare fuzzy entropy, k means algorithms, OTUS, Fuzzy
C-means methods are the level set Thresholding to detect a
tumor. FCISGM is the most used shape-based segmentation
for medical image retrieval to develop threshold-based
areas with fuzzy images [8,9,10.]in this shape feature
extraction technique. Thresholding has been taken as the
property for searching local histogram searching has been
used Fuzzy Threshold, used for comparing the histograms
of the images.

Figure 6

Figure 8

Figure 1 Block Diagram of Proposed Work.

3

RESULT

The retrieval image in database access and selecting
relevant visual images in the large repositories can be
multiple brain tumor image improved by whole input data
teaching and diagnosis. learning algorithm calculates
specially and separately every phase in the medical image
database

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 7

Figure 9

Implemented of this Algorithm we identify image of object,
clustering of gray level background. Large data
representation grouping and identify of clustering of
image[8]. Segmentation method is efficient for k means
clustering of threshold based techniques. we used this
algorithm for segments MRI brain tumor using divided into
two part one is grayscale image with segments main
threshold and minimizing total variances and second one
part is k segmented (K-1)using total grayscale image. Fig3.
And Fig 3 and Fig.4 Its MRI brain tumor image using gray
thresholding function for implantation. Segmentation based
on thresholding for MRI brain tumor image . MRI brain
tumor and also result after repeating level setfig4 and fig6.
In this system we are separated brain tumor using automatic
feature extraction with used

segmenting techniques before used classifier we are
filtrating MRI brain tumor image then after showing input
image (7),(8) and (9) after using classifier image are
presented brain tumor image or figure. The Proposed
method visual computerized design methods will be
demonstrated the best performance of the segmented
grayscale and extraction. Segmentation method very good
results detection of brain tumor with calculate area of the
different region gives the visualization point and lower
image threshold.
This method requires information about the image and
Threshold based output it can be changed value
3.1 Figures and graph

Figure 4

Figure 5
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To test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm our
experimental data base consist large collection of medical
images acquired from different modalities images such as
lung, liver and brain etc . The proposed method is
implemented using MATLAB. The feature vector of the
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query image is compared with the feature vectors of the
images in the database using Euclidian distance method,
and then the most similar images are reported. To evaluate
the overall performance of a retrieval system we used recall
rate (RR) mean average precision (MAP) and error rate as a
performance measures defined in [16]. Recall is defined as
the number of retrieved relevant images over the total
number of relevant images in the database. Precision is
defined as the number of relevant images retrieved over all
the images retrieved by the system. From the experimental
results conducted on the retrieval system, it is clear that the
proposed approach is more prominent for the content based
medical image retrieval as it compares with the existing
system shown in figure (10),figure(11) and figure(12).
Figure 12 Retrieval Result using proposed Mult

Figure 10 Retrieval Result using Gabor Filter

Figure 13.Performance Analysis using various Methods

4

TECHNIQUES

4.1Dimension Reduction :-

Figure.11 Retrieval Result using Chebyshev Moments

To reduce the dimensionality of a large feature set, the most
widely-used technique in image retrieval is principal
component analysis (PCA). The goal of principal
component analysis is to specify as much variance as
possible with the smallest number of variables. Principal
component analysis involves transforming the original data
into a new coordinate system with low dimension, thus
creating a new set of data. The new coordinate system
removes the redundant data, and the new set of data may
better represent the essential information.
4.2Similarity Measure
Selection of similarity metrics has a direct impact on the
performance of content-based image retrieval. The kind of
feature vectors selected determines the kind of
measurement that will be used to compare their similarity If
the features extracted from the images are presented as
multi-dimensional points, the distances between
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corresponding multi-dimensional points can be calculated.
Euclidean distance is the most common metric used to
measure the distance between two points in multidimensional space For other kinds of features such as color
histogram, Euclidean distance may not be an ideal
similarity metric or may not be compatible with the humanperceived similarity. Histogram intersection was proposed
by Swain and Ballard (1991) to find known objects within
images using color histograms. A number of other metrics,
such as Mahalanobis Distance, Minkowski-Form Distance,
Earth Mover’s Distance, and Proportional Transportation
Distance, have been proposed for specific purposes. used
several approaches to code the shape features for different
classes of spine X rays. Each class used a specific similarity
metric to compare the distance between two feature vectors.
4.3 Multi-Dimensional Indexing
Retrieval of an image is usually based not only on the value
of certain features, but also on the location of a feature
vector in the multi-dimensional space. A retrieval query on
a database of multimedia with multi-dimensional feature
vectors usually requires fast execution of search operations.
To support such search operations, an appropriate multidimensional access method has to be used for indexing the
reduced but still high dimensional feature set. Popular
multi-dimensional indexing methods include the R-tree
(and the R*-tree [20]) T R-tree, which is a tree-like data
structure, is mainly used for indexing multidimensional
data. Each node of an R-tree has a variable number of
entries. Each entry within a non-leaf node can have two
pieces of data. The goal of the R tree is to organize the
spatial data in such way that a search will visit as few
spatial objects as possible. The decision on which nodes to
visit is made based Hence, the R-tree must be able to hold
some sort of spatial data on all nodes.
4.4Relevance Feedback
Relevance feedback was originally developed for
improving the effectiveness of information retrieval
systems. The main idea of relevance feedback is for the
retrieval system to understand the user’s information needs.
For a given query, the retrieval system returns initial results
based on pre-defined similarity metrics. Then, the user is
required to identify the positive examples by labeling those
that are relevant to the query. The system subsequently
analyzes the user’s feedback using a learning algorithm and
returns refined results.
A typical relevance feedback mechanism contains a
learning component and a dispensing component. The
learning component uses the feedback data to estimate the
target of the user. The approach taken to learn feedback
data is key to the relevance feedback mechanism

5

SUMMARY AND CANCLUSION

Summarization of the aims , we used different types of
segmentation techniques based on feature extraction
methods for detected brain tumor the good result. In this
Volume 10, Issue 2, March - April 2021

system CBIR technique is developed k- means clustering
and fuzzy logic made incorporating indexing result. Image
retrieval proves and improved CBIR using medical brain
tumor detection area in medical image processing . An
medical brain tumor image segmentation on Thresholding
method and techniques are discussed. An application
selected any one or combination of different methods to get
the strongly wished for Fuzzy C means output. Fuzzy and
K means Clustering the result accuracy is an approach to
the system and they provide a more accurate result with
exacting system
An ideal medical CBIR system from a user perspective
would involve semantic retrieval, in which the user submits
a query like “find MRIs of brain with tumor”. This kind of
open-ended query is very difficult for the current CBIR
systems to distinguish brain MRI’s from spine MRIs even
though the two types of images are visually different which
are malignant tumor or not. Current medical CBIR systems
mainly rely on low-level features like texture, color, and
shape.

6

FEATURE ENJANCEMENT

The future scope CBIR using medical image processing we
can be more efficient feature extraction technique reduces
the query less time and accuracy of natural Image are
diagnosis field more efficiently. In which Diagnosis disease
patients using segmentation methods for every threshold
and clustering can be computed and the segmented have
values will be considered for feature extraction.
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